Feeling too old to get dressed up for Halloween? Then dress up your ceilings and walls with CLIPSO® SO® DECO Design Collections!

SO DECO is an alternative to cumbersome, traditional ceiling and wall coverings. CLIPSO printed coverings provide a smooth and uniform surface that can span spaces up to 16’ wide by 150’ long without joints or seams. Traditional wallpaper can leave you with confusing splices and unattractive peeling. The CLIPSO installation is simple, quick and clean, with no messy glue.

SO DECO Collections combine seamless repeating patterns with the perfect finish and the acoustic and luminous properties of CLIPSO coverings. Choose a color and pattern from one of our beautiful seasonal collections, or customize your own. Our stretch fabrics are a blank slate left to your imagination. Embellishing your interiors has never been so easy!
AUTUMN 2018 COLLECTION
Add warm, cozy colors to your interiors with the Autumn 2018 Collection.

POWDERY PINK COLLECTION
If a soft, classic, more feminine aura is what you are looking for, then check out our Powdery Pink Collection.
So give your interiors a "treat" this Halloween with CLIPSO DECO. Find a myriad of collections on our website or use personal photos and images of your own little pumpkins and ghouls. Our Graphic Design Specialists are here to help. Email us at contactusa@clipso.com with any questions or plans you may have.